INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A GOLDFISH PUPPET

1. Collect your materials: One dark orange paper, one light orange paper, one white paper, one grey paper, and one brown paper bag.

2. Trace the BOWL and FISH EYE on the white paper. With a black maker, color in the pupil of the eye then cut out both pieces.

3. Trace and cut the remaining pieces: BOWL EDGE on grey paper, FISH HEAD & FISH BODY on light orange paper, and FISH FIN & FISH MOUTH on dark orange paper.

4. On the base of the bag, glue the FISH FACE so it covers the base’s bottom right corner. Glue the FISH EYE onto the FISH FACE and finish by drawing two eyelashes with a black marker.

5. Glue the FISH MOUTH on the backside of the base’s bottom right corner.

6. Glue the BOWL on the side of the bag. Glue the FISH BODY on top of the BOWL (Make sure the base of the bag slightly overlaps the FISH BODY).

7. Glue the BOWL EDGE across the FISH BODY. Add the FISH FIN and you are done!